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SPUD GUN



The revolution isn’t coming; it is already here, says Russell

Brand, the man in the hotel chair. He says: The world is in

a state of moral freefall. Voter apathy is bad. Capitalism is

bad. Joseph Kony is still bad. Yadda yadda yadda.



Queue the dawn chorus of facebook ‘activism’.



Comrades of Russell’s pannacotta army: There is no great

revolution waiting for you on the streets of this country.

No romantic frescos of Downing Street ablaze. You’ve

borrowed two cents just to pay your way into this facebook

revolution tête-à-tête. Yes, no one had said it was an

inflated currency from the get-go - I get it - but it looks

awfully like you’ve entrenched yourself in a position of

ignorance, again.



Out of pocket, holding awkward and ill-manufactured tools,

and all because Russell made his words look like the back

of a postcard from the frontlines of ‘activism’.



Liberal soap-boxes are pedestals for the most cowering, and

pitiful acts of cowardice. Hanging limply on the radicality of

populism over the radicality of radicalism itself, the burden

of moral conscience falls on hurt-me-hurt-me types – those

celebrated individuals who invite moral masochism in spite

of their televisual career. Those who string each other up on

whipping posts for progressive revolutions - the ones where

nothing actually happens. Like, say, air fresheners, the purpose

is to provide a dull amnesia for the ‘black fog of despair’

that has clouded our pathetic, working-class existence.



Yeah yeah, everyone loves an Airwick® plugin, but after a

few days, you realise it actually reeks of rotting fruit, and

the stringent aroma of piss stains. Similarly, many are led

around on a tight leash by the facade of slick advertising

nonchalantly plied by Brand etc. - it’s only when the



impotency of the advertising becomes apparent do we

realise that the black fog was there all along. Or perhaps,

even, it was all a false-flag scenario to publicise a UK

wide tour – who can say? They have nothing to offer you

but words, and those words are second-hand in their first

instance.



A la:

“Comrades of ‘11: Lynch the bankers, one by one,

until the Eton classes surrender Parliament with their

hands above their heads, etc. You’ll never have to

worry about representative democracy again.”



Do these words ever make it to the ears of those fucked

over, those disaffected - probably not. But then again,

perhaps the spectacle of quasi-left wing rhetoric has

finally become the hollow knock drowned out with DWP

paperwork. I mean, at least we can see what we’re signing

away in our Jobseeker’s Agreements.



Politicising apathy is the subtle pillow-over-the-face of

dignity. Don’t you dare try and shaft us out of a future for

another crack at a socialist utopia - we don’t fucking want

it. You may’ve well sailed yourself down the river when

you start accepting revolutionary advice from a guy in

a hotel room - and you can be sure that wasn’t Premier

Inn upholstery, either. Those who were reflected in the

smashed glass of high street retail outlets, or mugshotted

in newspapers, were not in it for the sarcastic political

slant. You can’t multiply by zero, Russell.



Again, Mr. Interlocutor has diminished the potency of

your voice, petty thieved away your snap reactions, and

bastardised those feelings of hatred for a more middleclass sense of respectability. So, when you let individuals

abstracted from the large majority of the population

determine your actions, you’ve carried your own rope to

the gallows pole.



People riot when dialogue fails. No, people riot when

there’s an opportunity to do so, Officer Krupke. So let’s

not romantically poise Russell’s ‘underclass’ beneath

banners of crimson. It’s hard to find the energy to spit at

a government you have absolutely no relation to. The little

contact confined by public servants to grey stainless steel

filing cabinets in grey air-conditioned offices.



Nothing has been taken away from the vast majority of

the population, simply because they never had anything

to begin with. It’s a cyclical nothing passed down through

generations, often hung on scum morality, or a penchant

for masochism. The semblance of revolution is always built

upon the struggle to keep your head above water. The

revolutionary dinner bell is only rung once the proles have

hunger in their eyes. Microwavable moralism = loaves and

fish.



Tacit complicity lay with those who nod in agreement,

and not with those who look on, bewildered. If you

want a revolution, see it through - don’t let your political

convictions link and scatter at will. Those are the requisites

for the activist class - nothing to lose, nothing to gain,

except maybe our chains. When the semblance of liberal

activism falls away, all that’s left is a desire to buy a

Guy Fawkes mask from Amazon. At least that way, the

government will know how committed you are to the global

insurrection. Novelty is a novelty after all.



And again, we return to the cold snap of realisation.

Realisation that all of this is just water-cooler fodder, it

means absolutely nothing. It is a few words kicked about

the dusty floors of liberal moral anxiety. The rooms of

suburban semi-detached grottos are where this revolution

will be fought, not by the many, but by the few. An internet

connection affords you a place in the choir. Too many

protest singers, not enough protest songs.
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